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THE SUPERNOVA LEGACY SURVEY : COSMOLOGICAL RESULTS FROM
THE FIRST YEAR
D. FOUCHEZ, on behalf of the SNLS ollaboration
Centre de Physique des Partiules de Marseille, IN2P3-CNRS et Universite de la Mediterranee , 13288
Marseille edex 09, Frane
The rst osmologial results from the SuperNova Legay Survey are presented. The reipe
to obtain the deep, homogenous and omplete set of 71 identied type Ia supernovae is de-
sribed. The onstrution of the Hubble diagram is supported by preise distane measure-
ment. The steps to obtain this distane are good dierential photometry, preise alibration
and light-urve modelling. All steps are detailled to present the Hubble diagram. Finally the
osmologial parameters are tted from this diagram. A full error estimation (statistial and
systematial) is presented.
1 Introdution
We present the rst determination of osmologial parameters performed by the SuperNova
Legay Survey (SNLS) ollaboration after analysing the observations of the rst year. A large
part of the information given in this proeeding has been exposed with more details in the Astier
et al
1
ollaboration paper. The general method used in the past
2 3 4
to derive osmologial
parameters from type Ia supernovae (SNIa) using Hubble diagram is supposed known.
2 A deep homogenous and omplete set if identied type Ia supernovae
2.1 The observatory failities
The Supernovae Legay Survey is based on an imaging survey for the photometri detetion
and light-urve follow-up in onjuntion with a spetrosopi program for the supernova type
identiation and redshift determination.
The imaging take advantage of the Megaam amera mounted on the 3.6 meter CFHT
telesope loated in Hawaii whih oer a wide eld of view of 1
Æ2
. The spetroopy is done on
two main telesopes : The 10-meter VLT and the 8-meter Gemini, plus additional time from
the 10-meter KECK.
For the rst three year of the SNLS program, about 250 hours per year have been dediated
to the imaging to follow four dierent elds (as part of the deep survey of the CFHTLS program)
and 250 hours per year for the spetrosopy.
2.2 The detetion and identiation
The detetion and follow up of supernovae is performed in the so-alled rolling mode searh :
during eah observational period of Megaam at CFHT (around 20 days every month), the same
eld is observed every 4 days with 4 dierent lters . Referene images (without supernovae)
are built from older nights, then detetion and follow-up is automatially performed with those
repeated observations.
Due to the rather fast rising of supernova light-urves, a fast detetion proedure has to be set
up in order to nd quikly the supernova andidates we want to observe spetrosopially around
their maximum luminosity. Two dierent pipeline have been designed to do this job, one whih
is triggered by human sanning, the other whih automatially produe a list of andidate by
analysing the detetion shape and using appropriate seletion on light-urve parameters. Both
pipeline agree to more than 90% for magnitude above 24.0
When the andidate is hoosen, it is observed spetrosopially with a delay that an be as
short as 24 hours.
2.3 The urrent supernova sample
As in Marh 2006, 440 spetra of andidates have been observed. Among them 231 have been
identied as type Ia supernovae.
This is the largest deep and homogenous set of type Ia light-urve sample ever observed. We
will develop in the following setions the measurement of the osmologial parameters from the
rst year of this sample but it is important to mention here that many other sienti studies
an be pursued. For example and non exhaustively : Supernova rates
6
, supernova rise time,
osmi star formation history
5
, progenitors, host galaxies et
3 Preise measurement of the SNia sample
Only the rst year of data has been released and will be presented here. The sample onsist
of 73 SNIa events. The initial set was 91 SNIa, but 10 where not analysed at the time of
the publiation due to missing referene images, 6 have only one band and 2 were lassied as
peuliar.
3.1 Dierential photometry
The uxes are measured using dierential photometry
8
: For a given lter, the uxes of the
supernova is extrated from eah image with a t. As a rst step, the PSF on eah position of
eah image is desribed with a kernel
7
. The parameters of the model are the galaxy on a stamp,
the position on the sky and the supernova ux on eah image. Eq. 1 give the ux (I(x; y)), at
the pixel level, that has to be adjusted on eah image.
I(x; y) = F lux [Kernel
PSF
best
℄(x  x
sn
; y  y
sn
) + [Kernel
Galaxy
best
℄(x; y) +Sky (1)
It result from this tting proedure a ux measurement image per image with the ovariane
matrix assoiated. The errors are found to be about 12% higher that the photon statistis.
3.2 Photometri alibration
First of all, the same dierential tehnique diussed above is used to measure tertiary standard
stars in eah eld. Then those tertiary stars are measured in same photometri night than some
Landolt seondary stars. Using both information, a zero point that an be diretly applied to
the supernova ux measurement, is derived. The alibration residual found after this proedure
are of the order of 1 to 3 %. The primary star is Vega.
Figure 1: The Hubble diagram of 71 SNLS supernovae plus 44 nearby SNIa (Left) , Condene level ontour for
the t to 

M
;


in Lambda osmology from the SNIa Hubble diagram (light green) and from the SDSS baryoni
osillations (dark blue) with the ombined ontour at the intersetion (Right).
4 Hubble Diagram and osmology
4.1 Light-urve modelling and luminosity distane
The light-urves of the four bandpasses are tted together using the SALT
9
proedure. Two
parameters desribe the variability of the SNIa light-urve, but the luminosity at maximum : s,
the streth parameter and  the olor term. Those two parameters are used to orret for the
'brighter-slower' and 'brighter-bluer' behaviour. Using those two orretions, the SNIa an be
standardized
9
and the distane is then derived from the magnitude at maximum in B rest frame
, the streth and the olor (see Eq. 2)

B
= m

B
 M + (s  1)   (2)
4.2 Cosmologial t results
The Hubble diagram is presented in in Fig 1 (left). It uses the SNLS SNIa plus a sample of
nearby SNIa that are reanalysed using the same proedure as the SNLS ones. The distane is
the one desribe in previous setion and the redshift is the one determined from the spetro-
sopi observation of the supernova and/or its host galaxy. The distane is a funtion of the
osmologial parameters whih an then be tted from the Hubble diagram data points. The
omologial parameters are tted together with the  and  oeÆients on all the light-urves.
The osmologial parameter ondene level ontours are presented in Fig 1 (right) for a Lambda
osmology.
Table 1: the systemati unertainties
Soure Æ

M
Æ

t
ot Æw Æ

M
Æw
(at) (xed Æ

M
) (with BAO)
Zero points 0.024 0.51 0.05 0.004 0.040
Vega spetrum 0.012 0.02 0.03 0.003 0.024
Filter bandpasses 0.007 0.01 0.02 0.002 0.013
Malmquist bias 0.016 0.22 0.03 0.004 0.025
Sum (syst) 0.032 0.55 0.07 0.007 0.054
U-B olor (stat) 0.02 0.12 0.05 0.004 0.024
4.3 Systemati unertainties
For a more exhautive presentation of systemati unertainties, hek out Astier et al
1
. We
present here the more representative ones.
From the result of the alibration proedure desribe in previous setion, a 1% to 3% un-
ertainty has been found and is aounted to a possible systemati eet in the zero point
determination.
A omparison of the harateristis of the low and high z sample didn't show any hint of
evolution hene no sytematial eets from evolution have been applied.
The Malquist bias resulting from the seletion of the brightest objets at the high z limit of
the survey, has been estimated, from Monte Carlo simultions, to hange by 0.05 magnitude the
highest point of the Hubble diagram
A summary of all the systemati unertainties, expressed in term of errors on the osmologial
parameters is presented on Table 1
Finally, the results on the omologial parameters are:


M
= 0:263  0:042(stat)  0:032(syst) for a at osmology
and


M
= 0:271  0:021(stat)  0:007(syst)
w =  1:02  0:09(stat)  0:054(syst) for a at osmology with onstant equation of state
and ombined with the BAO SDSS results
10
.
Statistial error is still dominant but we are reahing soon the systemati limit, that has to
be redued to take full advantage of the oming 700 SNIa expeted at the end of the survey.
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